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Strategic Issue: Recognizing that Literacy Development is extremely important at the Primary School level, the staff at
Stephenville Primary School will focus on the development of Foundational Literacy skills.

How did you know this was a Strategic Issue? What evidence did you have?

There were multiple pieces of evidence used to determine our strategic issue. Report card data from the previous year was
collated and discussed. Information from other sources included continual anecdotal and observational evidence, Responsive
Teaching and Learning records, and data collected through the Performance Measurement Framework (PMF), which surveyed
students, staff and families. Grade level minutes were analyzed, along with minutes of SDT meetings. At times surveys were
sent to staff concerning literacy development.

Year-end Summary of Progress. What evidence do you have to support this progress?

Many of the actions included in this action plan were completed as planned. Teacher schedules were revamped and allowed for
greater collaboration and easier planning of literacy blocks, though it is getting tougher to do this as PE and Music are no longer
full units, and these periods were used to make sure collaboration took place. The School Development Team met on a regular
basis to review data and address concerns. Teaching and Learning Assistants were deployed to areas of greatest need, which
changed throughout the school year. Staff meetings included discussions around literacy development that was occurring
within classes and across grade levels. The Reading Specialist and our Teacher Librarian worked very closely throughout the
school year to ensure Literacy Development was always at the forefront of learning at SPS. District personnel visited on a
regular basis to share ideas. This was well received by staff.
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Next Steps…

One of the focus points for the SPS plan for the 2023-2024 school year is to promote the role that parents play in literacy
development, and putting a plan in place to address improving their role. This includes ideas such as a Literacy Letter for
parents to be distributed during Report Card evenings, as well as some sort of “Lunch and Learn” that parents attend, with an
emphasis on discussing what they can do as parents to help develop literacy skills. Professional Development opportunities will
be pursued for teachers to increase their knowledge of literacy skills and the “Science of Reading”. Administration will also
review teacher schedules to see if there are further opportunities to aid in literacy development. The Reading Specialist and
teacher Librarian will continue to work together to promote Literacy, but will begin the process of increasing Foundational
Numeracy skills as well. Cross classroom numeracy groups for instruction have been suggested and will be followed up.
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